**Roadmaster QuickFoot®**

**Ready in 10 seconds or less**

**Installation:**
1. Place spacing collar (B) over bottom of tongue jack & tighten in place with Allen set screw (A).
2. Slide adjustable tube (D) over collar & secure with pin and clip (C).

**Operation:**
1. Lower adjustable tube to desired setting & secure with pin and clip.
2. Lower tongue jack to ground.

**Adjusts to:**
- 6 inch
- 4 inch
- 2 inch
- Closed position

**Box Contents:**
- (A) #5 Allen set screw
- (B) Spacing collar
- (C) Pin and clip
- (D) Adjustable tube

**CAUTION**
If storing Quick Foot on the tongue jack, make sure it and the jack are fully raised and there is adequate ground clearance. Failure to do so may cause the Quick Foot to catch or drag on the ground resulting in non-warranty damage.
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